
NEW PRODUCTS FROM OWNER HOOKS 
 
 
Beast™ Hooks with TwistLOCK® Centering-Pin Spring (CPS) are de-
signed for weedless-style rigging of lar- ger plastics like big swimbaits, flukes, 
tubes and creature baits. With its Twist- LOCK® Centering-Pin Spring (CPS - 
patent pending) attached to the hook eye, baits can be permanently secured 
by inserting the pin in the center of the nose of a soft plastic, which can then be 
screwed onto the TwistLOCK® coil spring to rig perfect everytime! Different 
Size springs are matched to 
hook size to maximize hold-
ing power. Quick-drop shank 
below eye allows for rigging 
fat-headed baits, and maxi-
mum  
gap allows for improved 
hook sets because of better 
bait clearance. The non-
movable weight attached (5130W) not only helps to sink or swim a rigged bait down into the strike zone, but because the 
weight is positioned so low on the shank, it provides a keel effect. As a result, when rigging large swimbaits weedless-
style, plastics swim naturally (as opposed to rolling or flipping where weights are inserted inside soft baits). Ideal for both 
fresh and saltwater fishing, features include a TwistLOCK® Centering-Pin Spring (CPS - patent pending) attached to the 
hook eye, maximum gap, a XXX-strong  
forged shank, Super Needle Point, and black chrome finish.   

Now Available   
 
STINGER HARNESS RIG  
  
 
This is the ultimate stinger harness rig, designed for use 
with both soft  plastic and natural baits to eliminate short 
strikes and improve hookup ratio. Available in two models, 
each rig features a length of super tough 80-lb. braided 
line, terminating at one end with a large loop and at the 
other with our EZ-Snap (dual interlocking), to which is at-
tached an Owner  
ST-36 Treble hook. Simply pass the loop through the eye of any swimbaitbait hook, then pass the treble through the loop 
and cinch the rig down against the eye for either a top side or under side rigging of the bait. The snap allows for a con-
venient change of treble hook sizes. Shown above is the 5130W Weighted Beast™ Hook which is the perfect hook to 
pair up with the Stinger Harness Rig.   
                                                                                 Now Available   
  
WACKY HOOKS  
  
Wacky Hooks, available with or without a weed-guard, are the perfect 
hook for down-shotting and drop-shotting natural baits and soft plastics 
for suspended bass and panfish. The hook gap's sharp-angle bend 
serves as a saddle that encourages a worm rigged at the middle to 
seek an optimum position for an enticing horizontal presentation, 
which makes this an ideal hook for wacky worming. Models with a Flex 
Nylon weedless guard are the choice for worming in heavy cover. Both 
models feature a Super Needle Point and camo green finish.  

                              Now Available   
 
 
TOURNAMENT MUTU™ LIGHT  
 The Tournament Mutu Light is perfect for rigging smaller baits. Meets accepted billfish tourna-
ment specifications with its in-line, non-offset hook point that is angled 90° to the light wire shank. 
Also complies with gulf coast reef fishing regulations. Features include a forged hangnail point 
and a black chrome finish.  

                              Now Available  



GRANDER TOURNAMENT MARLIN CIRCLE  
 There is no circle hook stronger than Owner's new Grander Tournament Marlin Hook.  
Designed to meet accepted billfish tournament specifications with its in-line, non-offset 
hook point that is angled 90° to the super strong shank that will handle 1,000 pound  
Black and Blue Marlin. Features a forged hangnail point and a black chrome finish.  

                               Now Available  
 
 
 
 
CENTERING PIN SPRING (CPS)   
 As featured on the Owner Twistlock  
hooks, these interchangeable stainless  
steel Centering Pin Springs (CPS - Pat- 
ent Pending) attach to hook eyes, and  
allow any soft plastic bait to be "permanently" secured by inserting the pin in  
the center of the bait's nose and then screwing the bait onto the coil spring to  
rig perfect everytime! The CPS has far superior holding power compared with 
barbed stick-pin holders. Three sizes allow for maximizing holding strength for 
 any size bait.  

Now Available   
 
   
ULTRAHEAD - SHAKY TYPE™  
 
  The Shaky Head features Owner's TwistLOCK™ "Centering-Pin-Spring"  
(CPS - Patent Pending) molded into the lead. Small diameter finesse baits  
can be "permanently" secured by inserting the pin in the center of the nose 
 of the soft plastic, which can then be twisted (Screwed) onto the TwistLOCK™  
coil spring to rig perfectly everytime! Ideal for weedless-style Texas Rig'n, and  
on the bottom, contoured jig head "rocks" forward to present baits in a tantilizing  
nose-down position. Round bend, light wire hook has a 45° cross eye, Super Needle  
Point and a black chrome finish. Head colors available include Natural, Green Pumpkin,  
and Brown,  
 

                                                                   Available now.   
 
 
 
 
 
90° 2X JIG HOOK  
 Round bend, and 2X-strong forged shank. Heavier wire version of our  
5313 for molding varying designs of jigheads on stronger hooks. Features  
included a 90° eye-bend, short shank, curved in point, and a corrosion re-
sistant black chrome finish.   
                                                                              Available now.   
 
TWISTLOCK™ 3X WEIGHTED 
w/ CENTERING PIN   
  
This Weighted Twistlock™ hook employs the same hook 
as the 5132 Twistlock™, but also features a on-movable 
weight attached to the shank. Designed for both fresh 
and saltwater fishing. The hook’s added eight helps to 
sink or “swim” the bait into the strike zone. With its 
Twistlock™ “Centering-Pin-Spring” (CPS – patent pend-
ing), baits can be “permanently” secured by inserting the pin in  
the center of a soft plastic, which can then be screwed on the 
Twistlock™ coil spring to rig perfectly everytime! Ideal for 
weedless style fishing without having to add a separate weight. 
Great for skipping or pitching into deep cover. “Open” gap         



allows for more positive hook sets. Features include a 30° eye-bend, XXX-strong forged shank, Super Needle 
Point, and black chrome finish.  
  

Now Available  
 
  
GORILLA LIGHT    

 Gorilla Light bait hooks are a lighter version of our Gorilla hooks for a more natural 
presentation. Use for rigging smaller live baits like anchovies, or natural baits for snap-
pers and sheepshead. Ideal when nose-hooking baitfish for king mackerel rigs. Gorilla 
Lights are a short shank all-purpose bait hook. Features include a strong forged shank, 
Super Needle Point, and a corrosion resistant black chrome finish. 

 
                                    Now Available 
  
 

 
 
TOURNAMENT MUTU™    

 
 The Tournament Mutu Circle Hook was designed to meet accepted billfish “tournament” speci-
fications with its in-line, non-offset hook point that is angled 90° to the XX-strong shank. A ver-
satile hook for presenting larger baits to big gamefish, and ideal for catch-and-release fishing. 
Features included a forged “hangnail” point and a corrosion-resistant black chrome finish. 
 
                                                  Now Available 
  
 
 

 
STINGER-56 TREBLES™  

  
 Stinger® 56 Trebles are 3X-Strong with a corrosion-resistant black chrome finish and are per-
fect replacement hooks for improving the hooking power or your saltwater plugs, spoons and 
die-cast jigs. Lethal when used as “stingers” on wire rigs for King Mackerel or Kingfish. De-
signed with wide gaps and strength in mind. Features a short shank, forged bends, and three 
Super Needle Points. 
 
                                                 Now Available 
  

 
 
TREBLE DANCING STINGER 
 The latest addition to our Dancing Stinger series. Available in 3 sizes with wire leaders and 
barrel swivels. Perfect for toothy fish like wahoo and kingfish that tend to slash at baits and 
cut leaders. 
 

                                                           Now Available 
 
 
 
 
 
HYPER BALL BEARING SWIVELS    
For your terminal tackle needs, choose from Owner’s High-Performance Hyper Ball 
Bearing Swivels and Hyper Ball Bearing Swivels with Coastlock Snaps. Both swivels feature super-
strong stainless steel construction with  
a corrosion resistant black chrome finish. Ultra smooth swivel action offers no-twist protection when troll-
ing and for big game leader connections. The Dual Ringed Swivel was designed to be used with the 
Dancing Stinger System by substituting a swivel for the solid ring. 


